Radiant Wars.
Self Solving Problems.

Hi There.
It’s saddening to hear all those stories, to hear
of all the events taking plane in Japan and Libya.
Saddening, and scary.
It looks like humanity has finally found a
solution to all problems: self termination.
I’m not so sure it is a solution that I support
wholeheartedly. But let’s be honest: some things
should simply be avoided. And can be avoided.
Nuclear.
Building a (poorly maintained) nuclear power
plant in an earthquake prone region isn’t very smart,
now is it? Generating energy using a non-renewable
resource, permanently reducing our living space for
millennia to come, may not be that smart either.
(Those pro-nuclear should have a good look at the
remaining world supply of uranium.)
Yes. We’re in an 'energy squeeze'. So perhaps
we have no choice but to accept nuclear power, at
least until we have found a better solution. But let’s
be honest (and we all know it) it’s a stupid thing to
do. And even if we make a stupid decision, lets at
least try to have some understanding of the
consequences when things go wrong...
Just before I wrote this I heard a news bulletin
on the radio. It included an interview with some high
official, who claimed that (in the Netherlands) the
flood risk for nuclear plants was less than once in
nine hundred years, and that the plant was
protected up to a flood level of ‘x’ meters.
Hmm. That effectively means that there WILL
be a flood and there WILL be disaster, but we’re all
hoping it won’t happen in this century. Or, perhaps
better put, it won’t happen whilst this particular official is in
function. And then, when it happens, and it will, we’ll face the
same (if not worse) contamination as Japan.

26.05.2011 I hope to be
able to print this out
tomorrow and get it to Jan
this weekend...

Too many serious thoughts
require distraction. Well,
there's work (of course) but
that has been somewhat
hellish as well lately so I'll
just skip it.
Then there's _Star Wars_.
Which, sometimes, is
almost just as hellish... as
quality varies somewhat
(ahem, insert appropriate
Yoda chuckle).
Still it helps to read / hear
about yet another 'tridroid'
and 'turbolaser' and 'force
assited jump'... ignore the
plotholes and chase that
blues away. And indeed
there are some redeeming
books and / or characters,
such as 'Scout' from _Yoda
- Dark Rendezvous_... I
hope to meet her again in
later books. I've always had
a soft spot for the underdog.
And with a deep sigh I'll
return you now to the harsh
reality of war and radiation,
of which the latter is
notoriously missing in the
_Star Wars_ universe, for
better or for worse.
Palpatine or Cesium, a
tough decision...

In other words, we deliberately design something that will
fail.
That by itself is not an issue. I can live with televisions that
break down after a number of years, simply because
production costs would become prohibitive otherwise. I’ll still
step aboard that airplane even though there is a 1:379800
change of multiple engine failure.
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14.05.2011 Don’t worry. I
know it’s not hard to get rid
of radioactive pollution, it’s
impossible.
I may be cynical, but I’m
also sad and worried. The
disaster in Japan is horrible,
and if there ever has been a
nation with a chance to
recover it has to be Japan.
But besides feeling sad I
also feel worried. We’re
now a few weeks down the
line, and those power plants
are still leaking radiation,
and it doesn’t entirely look
like the situation is under
control. (If anything, it looks
exactly the opposite.)
The current situation could
lead to a multiple meltdown.
You see, if power plant
number 1 goes really, really,
really bad, it’s going to
cause so much havoc that
the engineers on site will
either be withdrawn, or
simply will die to quickly, to
work on numbers two...
three... four... five. And
ignoring those plants
inevitably will lead to yet
more meltdowns.
Let’s be a little egocentric:
the problem with radiation is
that it does not respect any
borders, so if this ends up in
a multiple meltdown there’s
going to be one hell of a
nuclear cloud, which will go
wherever the wind blows.
Yes. It may affect my milk
and my spinach and my
children... I am an egoist
after all, just like the rest of
us. I’m just willing to admit
it...

Yet, in both those cases, there
is a controlled, limited risk, and it
is possible to clean up the mess
afterwards.
A more cynical person might
even say: we plan to get a nuclear
disaster some day... I hate to
bring it to that offical, but... We
still haven’t got a way to clean up
the results of a nuclear disaster.
And perhaps we never will.
Explosive.
... is what one could call the
situation in Libya. We all know
Khadaffi is a bit of a loony, and it’s
pretty clear many arabic countries
have smelled a waft of freedom.
Unfortunately (and this will sound snobbish, I know) not all of
the masses are educated enough to handle that freedom.
It’s one of the reasons why I almost support a suppressive
government in certain countries. Have a look at what
happened to the former USSR. It’s a shamble. Imagine what
would happen to a country like China if millions of people,
often driven by a strong materialistic mind set, would be let
loose on the world. Chaos and disaster is what would happen.
A slow, controlled journey from barbarism and self interest
into a more enlightened form of oligarchy might be preferable.
Perhaps... except for the somewhat silly concept of
drawing your borders on a four thousand years old map, the
Chinese government may not have much choice but to do
what they are doing.
And we may not like it but it seems to be working.
I mean, perhaps the Athenians were right after all, and
every democracy turns into an oligarchy if you wait long
enough. So if that is the case why not simply accept the fact
up-front and do away with the democracy stage, just make
sure that the amount of self-interest affecting the ruling class
and / or groups stays below major detrimental levels? Frankly I
am no longer convinced democracy is the (only) way to go. I
can think of quite a few reasons why democracy is, in fact,
doomed to fail.
Enlightened self interest.
At least that’s an interesting concept.
Cynical? Who, me? Nah.
Self solving.
Now, take a number of sectarian, extremist, cultist,
religious fanatic, or otherwise poorly dressed leaders of this
world, especially those in backwater countries and in
geographical / meteorological / social unstable areas. Throw in
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some ethnic minorities suppressing the rest of the population.
And have them build a few nuclear power plants (really cheap
of course, there’s always some old Russian design at hand).
Now sit back, relax, and wait for it.
Write down in your calendar: Iran. Pick a date and place
your bet. You know it’s going to happen. Add Pakistan to your
pick list Hell, if you’d be exporting something, anything, from
Irak you’d probably end up with a glow-in-the-dark kind of
product, due to all depleted uranium shells...
Enjoy the show.
Unfortunately, radioactive crud is hard to get rid of, the
bedrock in this area of the world is a little too stable, and you
cannot predict which way the wind blows... Otherwise I’d
suggest we’d have emperor Hirohito send a few spare parts
(used but still in good condition) to Tripoli.
Cynical? Me?
Nah.
See ya’...

Mailbox.
Dapper #116...
I tend to leave this for last, but why not start with it... A
small selection (more in the next contribution)...
Kirsti - Dear
(I was tempted to write 'my dear' ☺)
I severely, totally, utterly, unconditionally hate PID's. I
personally believe half the disasters in a project are caused
because people are focused on paper and not on problems or
(even more important) solutions. It's the scumbags, dirtbags
and assholes who are lazy, incompetent, and unreliable that
force the rest of us to mire away in endless paperwork.
You may throw in a few lawyers as well, that'll never hurt.

The abbreviation PID
stands for either Project
Initiation Document, or
Project Identification
Document, or... whatever
they come up with next. It's
the bane of every project
manager.

Edgar - Telling
I can sympathize ☺ The few times I've been in Malaysia it
was hot... I can also understand the staring and 'gawking',
having been a 'gweiloo' in China, more then 10 years ago. I
have to say last time I visited China people were more used to
foreigner and the starting was less.
You have me entirely confused though... Your address is
'Eindhoven' but you're talking as if you're not exactly there... I
mean, in Eindhoven ☺

Without a doubt I'm utterly
wrong here, and I've simply
missed a beat, skipped a
page, lost the clue,
overlooked the essential,
and in general am making a
good fool of myself...

Dwight - Rommeldam
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Dwight, you should know by now
that most accidents happen in sports,
it's outright unhealthy!
Re. Copenhagen: reading that it
seems Anderson must have loved the
city.
Irene - Devastation
Well, it wasn't just Annemarie
reading a book about math, it's Dwight
now as well... That's scary! Come on,
people, read some good SF / Fantasy
and stop that serious sh*t!
Kat - Retry
(I never like to fail...)
Calculus for fun?!? Dwight...
Annemarie... And now you... I sense a
pattern, the matrix is upon us!
There are some rumors
about another _Matrix_
movie. Is that a good thing,
or should I take the other
pill right now?

Nesa - Cradle
I think I have not said 'Welcome' yet, so there! (And if I did
you now got it twice ☺)
Dapper #115...
Sorry. No comments... yet ☺
I was planning to comment on _Dapper_ #115 but I
misplaced it somewhere... So those will come later. This
actually gives me a good excuse to comment on some older
episodes, which means you'll have to start digging to find back
the original references ☺
I'll probably skip comments to anyone that left. It's their
own fault, they should have stayed! Besides, it's unlikely they'll
ever read this ☺

Yeah, I can easily find back
those old _Dapper_
episodes, as I'm
organized...
And I'm scarily organized!
Not by nature though, I'm
one hell of a sloppy Joe. In
fact, I'm so totally chaotic
that I had no choice but to
organize everything,
especially paperwork
related. If you see the
almost anal retentive way
I've organized my private
administration...

Dapper #113
Flashback to #113, I think I never commented upon... (But
neither did I comment on 115 113 112 111 109 107 106 105
104 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93...)
And, if I did, then you'll have a good insight in the
consistencies of my though processes (and the poor memory I
suffer from).
Irene - Relativity
I'm pretty much never ever bored. There's always a laptop,
or a BlackBerry around to keep my hyperactive mind busy.
Actually, the only times I find myself bored is during meetings
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or presentations, where I have to restrain myself not to jump
up and scream whoever's presenting to hurry up, as I've seen
the point (or pointlessness) ages ago and I'd love to get on
with my life.
Many people spoke fondly of _First among sequels_ and I
was considering picking it up... seems I should not?
Re. reading method: I'm actually a 'spotting' reader
whenever things move too slow for my taste... totally ashamed
to admit I don't think I read every word of most books...
Perhaps on the second, or third reading... The good thing is,
this always leaves something new to be discovered ☺
Dwight - Rommeldam.
Surprisingly, I actually recognize the time traveling stories
you refer to, so I must have read that book some time. I
checked my bookcase, and I don't own it myself, so that must
have been ages ago when I was still a member of the library.
The second title you mention, _Kruistocht in de ruimte_, I think
I actually have it on the shelf somewhere, though I haven't
read it. I think. Sometimes I start reading a book, only to
discover after the first 60 pages or so I've already read it... 
My mind seems to works in images, so I can vividly
imagine those faces in Victoria station... that's a great image!
Those with strong imaginations might have thought
themselves to be transplanted into a little _Harry Potter_ /
_Narnia_ / _Polar Express_...
I would have loved to be there...
Indeed the very first _Tsuno_ story has such a different
style of artwork, one would almost suspect it to be drawn by
someone different. But, without it, the rest of the series would
simply make no sense indeed.
Too much travel...
As for the remainder... Must... Travel... More!
Dapper #112
Linda - Speedy
Euh... bye?
Jan - CondiMent
I'm happy I've visited Japan, I would seriously think twice..
thrice... before I would go there right now.
Martijn - Sometimes
(It's always good to see other people write big
contributions so I don't feel too guilty myself ☺)
31.2 degrees, right? Not right now ☺
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I'm not the world's most fanatic athlete myself, so
whenever I see someone jog and sweat, I stare in admiration,
turn up the aircon a notch, and drive a little faster...
I have to think on the _Dapper_ web presence. I know
search engines hate redirections... I've got no problems
hosting a copy or a link page on my private website, but I
guess web crawlers might still miss the juicy bits.
Google, by the way, can take days to find anything new,
due to the enormous size of the web. Google indexes only
direct (resolvable) links, though it traverses redirects. So, if
you create a page, nothing happens until something points to
that page which is, once one comes to think of it, perfectly
logical.
The 4 euro per year is fine by me, but a (simplified) web
presence ie. page (on peoples private websites) with keywords
and links towards your NAS based site would probably work
just as well.
I've said it before, and I'll say it again: I hate pretty much
any form of public transport. (Okay, we might discuss limo
options...)
Your comments and impressions on Japan are pretty
much spot on, as far as I can tell. Having been there, and
nearby (in China) I cannot be called an expert though.
Still have to watch the last few episodes of _Heroes_ and
the remainder of season 5 of _Babylon 5_. Just couldn't bring
myself to do so yet. As for my favorite character in B5, that
would have to be a close tie between Londo and his nemesis /
friend G'Kar. Especially after seeing some episodes I've
missed the first time around.
Strangely enough my dislike of Vir
and Sheridan faded away over time. In
fact, the (somewhat naive) commander
and the (definitely naive) attache both
have earned their rightful place. On the
other end of the spectrum, Garibaldi, one
of my favorite characters at the start of the
series, has become less and less
interesting as the series progressed, but
he never reached as low as doctor
Franklin.
10 points? Euh... (Oh dear, nothing in
_Dapper_ #111, what is he referring to?)
Kirsti - Dear
Yoda giving the finger?!?
Did you know there are
people out there analyzing
Yoda's speech patterns?!?
Google for 'speak alien
language help you I will' and
marvel...

Zpelling errurs are imbarressinh, arand dhey, my deer? ☺
Well, Yoda build up a career butchering the grammar, so
there is still some hope left for the rest of us ☺
No discussion on phones, I'm a die-hard BlackBerry user,
you know you cannot discuss anything even remotely fancy
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with the likes of me. (We all claim are keyboards are the best,
but deep down inside BlackBerry users are just jealous.)
Last time one of my kids asked about 'black holes' I
showed them my wallet...
Irene - Summer
I never liked Superman much, too invincible, to 'straight
up'. Characters like Wolverine and Spiderman were more my
taste, as they have a cynical, sarcastic edge. Though frankly
most of the comics I read over time were borrowed.
(And no, Martijn, I did return them, I really
did ☺)
And with this, I finish
my comments on
_Dapper_ #112, and
continue with...

Book Report...
I was not that much into reading for a while, but I think I’ve
been catching up a little. Admittedly, not reading in the regular
sense, as things were limited to yet more audio-books and ebooks...

Universe Report:
Star Wars.
I’ve been working on my ‘classics’
lately, I guess ☺
Well, with the kids now of an age
where things like _Star Wars_ are
accessible and somewhat
understandable, I decided to ‘splash
out’ and buy a box containing all six
DVD’s.
So, for the last few weeks, the kids
have been watching all the movies... _I
The Phantom Menace_, _II Attack of
the Clones_, _III Revenge of the Sith_
and _IV A New Hope_.
Obviously not all in one session ☺
And, they’re enjoying it, although
now and again daddy has to explain
things.
They did not seem to mind too
much the downfall of Anakin. Well, that
perfectly matches my opinion of the
character: an annoying brat that doesn’t
even halfway deserve Veder’s shiny
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black armor.
Some parts of the movies
still look good, but it's true.
They are becoming dated.
The trench sequence shows
its age, as there's little to no
detail on the Death Star
surface. The animatronics
of some of the monsters are
not as smooth as their CGI
counterparts. And episode
IV (the first ever movie) is
slow...
V and VI show a lot more
action, activity, and would
be able to keep up with
nowadays stuff, though
some of the graphics would
need an update or two,
three. (Those biped
monsters on that frozen
planet are not entirely
smooth...)
How would the Star Wars
universe look if the
techniques of a movie like,
let's say, _Avatar_ would
have been used? The idea
is mind boggling...

That aside: what a trip down memory lane for me. First of
all I never saw I, II and III before, perhaps parts of them, but
never complete. Watching the movies also puts my own
mortality in perspective. The original _Star Wars_ movie dates
back to 1977, that’s 34 (!) years ago! I’m getting old...
I never realized how many books have been written in the
‘extended Star Wars universe’. Though I have no plans to read
them all (or listen to them all) I’m doing a courageous attempt
to at least go through some of them. Which, I must say, is not
always easy, as the quality wildly varies.
My reports on the books may rather differ from your
opinion. Don’t forget, I’m experiencing them as audio-books, in
short 30 minutes to one hour bursts in the car, to and from
work. This definitely will bias my opinion, as certain stories
work better when told, instead of being subjected to the
scrutiny of the reader with an eye for detail.
Anakin vs. Luke.
He’s the good guy. He’s the bad guy. He’s the kid, the
victim, the monster, the villain.
He's the one I do not like. But as a character he is very
consistent.
You see, I never liked him. Not in the books, not in early
movies, not in the later movies. When comparing Luke and
Anakin, Luke is likable, a farm-boy. Anakin is simply too full of
himself. And the whole Padme thing doesn’t sit well with me.
(Natalie Porter should have had some better taste.)
I guess Greek drama is not my thing.
Previously.
_Tales of the Jedi_ by Tom Veitch (?).
Shadow Hunter.

Well, I5 will be back later in
the series, and there is
some mentioning of a son...
Bold and the Beautiful in
space, yeah!

By Michael Reaves... Doesn’t do much for the Star Wars
universe, it’s almost like watching a poor _Star Trek_ episodic
episode: nothing changes, at the end all is as it started, so it
doesn’t matter what happens. Killing of the lead characters
effectively makes it impossible to make something of the few
interesting ideas.
I believe the author had plans for a romantic relation
between female bounty hunter and the male lead, but his
editor decided it was time to finish things up.
Pity.
There could have been more to it.
Cloak of Deception.
By James Luceno. Sort of a prequel to _The Phantom
Menace_.
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It didn’t leave too much of an impression on me, as I
cannot even recall what the story was about, just a few weeks
after reading / listening to it... Oh wait, wasn't it about some
kind of intergalactic Olympic games? Or was that perhaps...
Euh...
Who cares.
The Phantom Menace.
By Terry Brooks.
Ah. Mister Brooks does something else than write about
the seeker... It’s hard to tell how much input George Lucas
had, but I assume he would have had some input ☺
I’ve actually read (half) the book as a real book, ages ago.
Then I did it again as an audio book, and then I watched the
movie together with my kids.
The verdict? The pod race scene is still great to test your
surround system, and the sword fighting is good. In all other
aspects it’s exactly as I remembered...

The verdict thus: not
impressed...
Actually, the _Jedi Quest_
set consists of four books:
_The Master of Disguise_
_The Dangerous Games_
_The Trial of the Jedi_
_The Way of the
Apprentice_

Jedi Quest.
Granta Omega, new enemy. Awful books.
Rogue Planet.
Greg Bear has Jedi knight Kenobi and padawan
Skywalker do a road trip hunting down a living planet with
living spaceships. And return home empty handed. Skip it.
Outbound Flight.
Timothy Zahn, who delivered a master piece with the three
novels that renewed interest in the Star Wars universe _Heir to
the Empire_, _Dark Force Rising_ and _Last Command_ goes
back in time to visit admiral Thrawn's homeland.
However, this book is not in the same class. Readable,
yes, but (as with many Star Wars novels) somewhat illogical.
The Approaching Storm.
Prequel to _Attack of the Clones_. Too many plot holes
and not enough interesting parts. Skip it. Alan Dean Foster
can do better.
Attack of the Clones.
... by R.A. Salvatore yet no Dark Elves or dragons or
mumbling wizards? Hmmm.
Movie was... euh... essential. But not quintessential. In
fact, to go from I to III there must be II.
The movie... Stiff dialogue, wooden acting, and you can
see realization dawning on Natalie Portman's face (that she's
in the wrong movie). Anakin is true to style (ie. horrible). And
except for some battles there's pretty much the II that
succeeds I and preceeds III.

And not impressed again...
How can I be if the most
important part is the number
2, making it a sequel to 1
and prequel to 3?
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Shatterpoint.
Matthew Stover's novel is enjoyable, at least as audio
book. There's a nice and dark tone, lots of bad things
happening, and heroes are not all, not at all, 'good'.
I thought Mace Windu (?) in the movies to be a stiff,
somewhat boring character, with perhaps a little too much
spine (and 6 feet of wood shoved up his ***)
In this (audio) book he proves he indeed a prick. Then
again, it just seems to work here....
I guess this is the first non-movie book pre-_Heir to the
Empire_ that I found quite readable and enjoyable.
The Cestus Deception.

Totally unrelated to Star
Wars, but triggered by the
phrase 'in addition'...
In addition I've also started
watching _The Cape_, yet
another discontinued
series... But not as bad as
some people (and the
ratings) would suggest...
It's worrying though... All
series involving Summer
Glau seem to get
discontinued! _Serenity_,
_The Sarah Connor
Chronicles_, _Dollhouse_,
_The Cape_, and I haven't
seen two other series _The
Event_ and _4400_ which
supposedly also include her
in the cast.
It's a pity because I like the
distant, somewhat nonhuman, no, disconnected
way all Summer Glau's
characters turn out. Some
may claim that she can't
play any other role, but
that's fine with me. I'm not
expecting Jack Nicholson to
play someone else either.
Obviously, there is some
hope. Nathan Fillian (?) the
actor portraying captain Mal
in _Firefly_ seems to enjoy
some successes with
_Castle_.
And things can never ever
get as bad as Gina Torris in
_Cleopatra 2525_ after all,
and that even lasted two
seasons!
I'll get back to this.

I literally fell asleep. Yes, it's that bad. Probably to
convince me that I shouldn't keep my hopes too high after
_Shatterpoint_.
After the first few chapters I could no longer take it, and
decided to skip it.
There's one good thing about this book: if the rest is of the
same poor quality I'll be quickly done with all my Star Wars
audio books...
Med Star 1 - Battle Surgeons.
Med Star 2 - Jedi Healer.
Michael Reaves and Steve Perry.
Okay. Take your average romantic doctor / nurse relation,
sprinkle it with a little war on some backwater planet about
some medicinal drug with near mythical properties, and voila.
Another Star Wars episode.
Well, it’s perhaps not entirely like that, but it had me
worried now and again, as the romantic angle was a little bit
too much for my taste. On top of that, in book one I already
knew who would be the master villain, and I never liked Barriss
Offee much. Still, it isn’t all that bad, as we get I5 back, the
modified droid from _Shadow Hunter_. There’s also a Dan...
Dan... Dan ‘something’ who is clearly set up to become a
reporter / private investigator with I5 as his partner.
Thus far...
The verdict thus far? Many books hold little to no interest
for me. I sincerely do hope I'll run into some more good stuff.
Feel free to add any suggestions to my Star Wars reading /
listening list.
In addition...
... I’ve just started watching the animated _The Clone
Wars_ and, except for being somewhat kiddie friendly when it
comes to war and fights and killing, it seems to be fairly
promising. Let’s see where it takes us. And...
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... and I’ve now (re)watched the movies up to halfway
_The Empire Strikes Back_. One and a half movie left to work
on my Star Wars fix, and then to finish it off with an audiobook overdose and a bunch of cartoons.
I need a life (and more traffic jams).

e-Books...
Graham Sharp Paul.
_Helfort's War_ 1, 2, and 3 are good, hard SF reads.
Young man gets caught up in a battle between the 'Hammers'
and... euh... yet another 'Federation' (not Star Trek related ☺).
Good stuff.
Dowloaded the first two (a subject to discuss in my next
contribution) then bought 3 and 4.
Hard SF seems to go down well lately. Almost surprisingly,
as I have been very much a Fantasy fan first and foremost for
the last ten years or so. Interesting...
Andrew S. Swann.
I’ve read quite a bit by him lately... lessee...

19.05.2010 If he would only
hurry up a bit, I want to read
book 5!

11.05.2010 I’m sitting in my
car, parked at a gas station,
waiting for the traffic jam to
clear up. It’s a mess on the
road again. Unfortunately, I
don’t have at hand the titles
of all the e-books I’ve read
lately. Lessee how well
memory serves me. The
Swann titles I should
recall...

The Moreau series: _Forests of the Night_, _Emperors of
Twilight_, and _Specters of Dawn_. A nice series featuring
genetic engineered humans and animals, all spliced up to do
battle with each other. Some parts of the world have been
blown to pieces, and it turns out some external alien force was
responsible.
If you like hard SF, and do not mind a bit of blood these
are for you.
There’s a fourth book, but I have not found it... yet.
The 'Hostile Takeover' series takes place in the same
universe, though much, much later. Some of the same
(genetically modified) races are featured again, but there is no
direct relation with the earlier books.
This three book series focuses on a small world where
corporate companies are in control. As this world is outside the
‘official’ sphere of influence of the large cartels, they basically
get away with anything, so if it’s illegal elsewhere then it’s by
definition not illegal here. One man, tired of his role in a war
elsewhere, builds up a weapon manufacturing company, then
sees his work destroyed and his world brought upon the brink
of destruction.
As for the ending... I wasn’t entirely convinced, but
perhaps I’m simply too much of a sucker for happy endings.

19.03.2010 I think there’s
another story in the same
universe, in the ‘Apotheosis’
(?) books, but I have not
read those yet.

_Broken Crescent_ is a hackers dream. Take a young
computer nerd / genius hacker, and whisk him of to another
world where magic works through a special language, the
‘Language of the Gods’. Obviously, his programming skills
come in quite handy.
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A bit of a geek / nerd / fan book, but being somewhat of a
geek / nerd / fan myself I have to admit he got the
programming details right.
_The Cleveland Portal_ contains two stories, _Dragons of
the Cuyahoga_ and _Dwarves of Whiskey Island_. When
looking at those titles and the generic premise (a portal opens
up in Cleveland, and magic seeps into the surrounding area,
changing everybody’s life) you could be excused for expecting
yet another attempt at comedy.
Far from it.
This is hard boiled private investigator stuff (alright, the
main character is a reporter, but that’s close enough). I
definitely liked it, and would recommend this to anyone. In part
one a dragon dies, which has dire consequences. In the
second book a sort of devil comes to roost and kidnaps the
hero’s daughter. Again with dire consequences (the devil /
demon buys it in the end, at least that I can tell you).
Read them if you can stand a little Philip Marlowe now and
again!
Zach Hughes.
Zagh Hughes then, I’ve been talking about _Gold Star_
and _The Dark Side_ before. In the same universe are
_Mother Lode_ and _Deep Freeze_. I would not be surprised
to find yet another book after _Deep Freeze_ but I could not
find a title that would suggest another sequel / universe
sharing story. _Mother Lode_ and _Deep Freeze_ were okay,
but not that good. Then again, with all the Lalonde, Sharp Paul
and Swann stories of late they had to be seriously good to
stand out.
One thing mister Hughes did was flesh out some of the
background stories in his universe, resulting in two books
_The Book of Rack the Healer_ and _The Legend of Miaree_.
I could handle 'Rack' but 'Miaree' wasn’t my thing.
Interestingly enough,
according to WikiPedia
'Rack' and 'Miaree' predate
his hard SF (_The Dark
Side_ and so on) series!
That wasn't exactly
something I expected...

17.05.2010 So much to
read, and not enough time...
How I still manage to read a
bit? By forcing myself to do
so, and using my spare time
(in traffic jams, in airports,
waiting for customers, on
parking lots, waiting for
traffic jams to finish, nearby
schools, waiting for my
kids).

_Tiger in the Stars_ (1976) and _The Stork Factor_ (1975)
are two older works, but they feel even older than their dates
would suggest... Passable, but not great.
I’ve got some more of his books in digital form, but the
quality isn’t great (of the scans, can’t comment on the books
themselves ☺) and I’m not yet bored enough to try those
stories, or hunt down and buy a copy. In spite of it all, I did find
myself buying a number of e-books (thus my complaining
about the price last time).
So much to read...

TagLine...
... For your convenience our staff is fluent in monosyllabic
grunts...
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